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ABSTRACT

Nucleon-induced fission cross sections detemnined from a statistical
preequilibrium model are used in conjunction with a new scission-point
model of fission fragment mass, charge and excitation enet gy distributions
to produce evaporation model calculations of particle and gamma spectra
and multiplicities frcm fission. Comparisons are made to experiment for the
14.5-MeV neutron-induced fission of 238U. In addition, calculated pticle
and gamma spectra will be compared with the ENDF/B library for 2- and 5-
MeV neutron-induced fission of 235LJ and 23~U, respectively. Initial
predictions for these same quimtities for proton-induced fission reactions at
tnergies up to 100 MeV will be presented and discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The GNASH1 preequilibrium-statistical nuclear model code is used to calculate neutron-

induced fission cross sections over the incident energies of a few MeV to 100 MeV for 23*U and

237NP, as well as p + *3~u fission cross sections over a similar energy range. These calculated

compound system fission cross sections and their excitation energies ~re then used as ~nput to a

scission-point rmdel, which determines fission fragment masses, their yields, and excitation

energies. The latter are used in an evaporation model version of GNASH to calculate neutron

emission spectra resulting from de-excitation of the fragment masses.

LETERMINATION OF (n,f) and (p,f) CROSS SECTIONS

As described in an accompanying paperz to this conference, the GNASH preequilibriulm-

stutistical model cmle was used to produce cross sections for fission of [he respective compound

nuclei thtit {ire involved in medium-tm~~ergy nucleon-nucleus fission processes. Two versions, a

rnul[istep IItiuser-Feshbach and Weiss kopf-Ewing evaporirrion theory fm-mulution, were tised in

[his process. Both incorporate preequilibrium corrections and contain relatively sophisticutcd

fission m{tiels. As described in Ref. 2, c:]lculations were mad: to compare wilh new (n,f) Uti[:l

Ir{ml which iission ptirtinwters required for neptuni~m and uranium colnpound systems ocwurrinc

in p + *~~U fission were determined. F;rom [his procedure, fission cross-section component:, tt)r

[!le compound systems (up to 25-30 occun-ing for h;gher incident energies) trppropriite for [he

nuuwon (Jr l~r~~[(~n-ill~illcc(ircocticm process of in[crest were determined. SilllLlltunt:(JLlsiy,uvcrugc

cx~i[u[ion cncrgics tissocia[ed with each fis~ioning compoum; systcvl were dctcrmincd hy

weighting populuti(ms ou.urring during particle emission Ih;l[ produced sys[clns that li$si~mmj. As

dcsc.ribed hch)w, these d;ltu were used with ii suission p~~intmodel to (Ictemlinc fis~i,m frngilwll[

rxci[;l~i(m umI kinetic- cncrgics.

‘II 11;S(’ISSION- I’OIN”I””Mol)l{l, ]

“I”llcImsis of [his l]l(xlcl is IIlc rc~xwcry of il I’isiion I“lmglllclll 111:1ss(lisll-il~lllit)ll I’rt;lll il~
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VH=7”-2 <Sn>+<p ‘ (1)

where E* is either the excitation energy or average excitation energy of a fragment pair at the

scission point in first-chance or multiple-chance ~lssion, respectively; <E~l> is the Hoffmans’

expression for average gamma-ray competition energy per fission fragment; <Sn> is the sverage

neutron separation energy; and q> is the average neutron kinetic energy. The recovery continues

until the difference between the cment ~H, the average neutron multiplicity of the heavy fragment,

and rhe previous ;I-I is less than 1. At all times the sum of the heavy and light Fission fragment

masses equals the mass of the fissioning nuclide.

The fission fragment charge distribution is described by a thin Gaussian and each fragment

mass is associated with two charges on this Gaussian. These charges are determined from the

Unchanged Charge Distribution (UCD) hypothesis, which assumes that the pre-fission and post-

fission charge disrnbutions are identical.

The excitation energy of the fission fragment pait, E*, is found in terms of e, the excitation

energy of the compound nucleus formed from the incident nucleon prior to fission; Er, [he ecergy

release per fission; and E~, the total fission fragment kinetic energy:

k)l~J#=E+~T1-Ef ,

‘Il]e superscript up-:md-down arrows differentiate between the two chtirges associtited with

ctich lr:lgment mass. ‘1’he sum of the charges of etich fission frtigmcnt p:lir ulwtiys eq!,tils the

ch:rge of the fksioning compound nucleus.

“1’hecxcittition energy, E*fJ, is partitioned between the two frugrncn[ musses according to

[hc (;illMrt-(=umeron5 Ievcl densi[y tonnul;l, e,~.,



(3b)

where [he subscripts H and L refer to heavy znd light. members of each fission fragment pair and

the a’s are the Fermi gas parameters based upon Gilben-Cameron. Similar expre~sions hold for

E~l and E~J for the fragment mass pair in question.

The fission fragment yield for each mass pair is obtained from the binzuy fission hypothesis

that assumes identity of the heavy and light distributions. The fission fragment yield is then

partitioned between [he two charges for each mass according to the previously mentioned charge

distribution Gaussian.

The GNASH evapon,tion model is provided with these calculated fission fragment masses,

their excitation energies, and yields and kinetic energies per nucleon. The de-excitation of the

fragments allows calculation of multiplicities as well as neutron and gamma-ray emission spectra.

COMPARISONS TO EXPERIMENT AND INITIAL PREDIC170NS

The medium-energy fission model is compared with neutron emission, mass distribution

and energy dtila for 14.5-MeV neutron-induced fission of 23~U.~ Our expression for average total

frugment kine[ic energy agrees with Ref. 6’s experimental value to within 0.06%. The avertige

total fragment kinetic energy formula as a function of p,m-neutron emission fragment mass tracks

the dam reasonably well (see Fig. 1). We also obtain good agreement with the data for average

number of emi[ie(.i neu[rons as a function of pre-neutroll emission fragment mass (the so-culled

“s:lw-molh curve”) except for the highest fission fragment masses, 2 150 amu. We ob[ain U = 2,5,

wheretis the datu is E M3.5. For the light fragment mass complements of these heavy ~nasses, we

find V = 1.25, whereas the data is F M0,75, We’re exploring possibilities of more refined level

pmime[crs for these very neutron-rich fragments, modifying the initi~l recovery criterion ofti}i =

l/2ti, re!ining the i[emtive procedure to recover the fragment muss distribution, or so[ne

cxmlbintition of these Iuttc,r three.



NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 2, 2 IfleV n + 23SU fission neutron spectrum.
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l~ig. 1. Average tol:!l frirgmenl kinetic energy as u function of pre-neutron emission ft-ugmcnt mass
((!iitti is from R~f. 6).
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